
I am
Anurag 
Sarda
Industrial Designer

Hello!



Context

Logic

Appeal
User, market and 
product research.

What is really 
required.

HOW?

Applying my
design sensibilities.

I design 
products & 
experiences.

I am passionate about designing simple, 

functional and experience enhancing products.

The key to me is “Subtract, not add”. It doesn’t matter whether 

I am designing a coffee mug or bicycle, simplicity always works.

As a designer, social significance, sustainability and artistic 

expression are very close to my heart.



Pivot
Compact stationery kit

Pivot is a compact stationery which has an effortless sliding system 

that assembles the tools to create a ruler, compass, pencil or a craft 

knife. These set of compact tools save desk space and are also 

convenient to carry.



Conventional stationery 
tools occupy a lot of space 
and are inconvenient to 
store is one place.

How might we 
create the storage 
of stationery tools 
compact and easy 
to carry?

Problem

Opportunity











Coffee Kit
Pour over coffee equipment

Client

Coffee Kit is a step away from the distractions in the process 

of brewing coffee due to overly designed, and complex coffee 

brewing, by focusing only on most essential elements and forms, 

allowing for a clear, refreshing process and experience.

It challenges the complexities of the modern brewing process 

through the simplicity of form and function, creating that 

connection with connoisseurs of coffee from beyond the 

final cup; from bean to brew.
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Overly designed and complex 
coffee brewing equipment creating 
distractions in the process of 
brewing coffee.

Focus only on most 
essential elements 
and forms, thus 
allow a clear, 
refreshing process 
and experience.

Scenario

Design Direction
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Gooseneck Kettle

Behind the scenes



Coffee Grinder

Behind the scenes



Coffee Dripper

Behind the scenes
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Leglock
Locking solution for swift parking.

Leglock is a locking solution for swift bicycle parking. It is a 

combined bicycle stand and lock that parks and locks the 

bicycle in just one step. 

It is quick and easy to use. The cyclist simply needs to turn the 

stand down and set the integrated number lock. The stand arcs 

down from its stowed position, unlike typical kickstands that 

rotate parallel to the wheel.



Conventional methods to park 
and lock the bicycle require two 
equipments, making the procedure 
time consuming for quick stops.

How might we 
expedite parking 
and locking 
the bicycle for a 
quick stop?

Problem

Design Direction











www.anuragsarda.in

anuragsarda.in [at] gmail.com
www.instragram.com/anuragsarda_official


